mastermind

Tailored to your
needs. And to the
highest standards.
With mastermind Sedus has developed an intelligent table system
that is anything but off the rack. It can be adapted to any room size
or shape, and offers almost endless possibilities for customisation.
Added to this are the high quality standards: in production, only
selected materials are used, and in addition to this, many steps are
carried out by hand. Whether for meetings and conferences or in
informal working areas as a basis for well-being – mastermind is a
perfect fit for you. No matter which variant and version best suits
your style or your requirements: there’s no need to worry about
representative design.
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Unique pieces in series.
Size, style, architecture: hardly any room
resembles another, mastermind is simply suitable
for every room. Whether table systems or single
tables, with or without angles, different top
shapes or custom finishes: in theory, the design
possibilities with which mastermind can be
tailored exactly to your needs are limitless.

In contrast to the planning effort, which thanks
to the intelligent system with flexible elements is
a model of clarity. Whether avant-garde or classic,
luxurious or minimalist: hardly any mastermind is
the same as another – yet all offer the advantages
of a mature series product based on decades of
experience.

One system, all
options. The modular
table system makes
the configuration of
table constellations
easy and efficient. It
consists of rectangular
starting, extension
and end elements and
angular elements in
30°, 90° and 150°.
With these practically
all types of conference
systems can be put
together.

Room to move. Single
tables and table
systems are designed
for a certain number
of seats, with enough
space for standard
conference and visitor’s chairs as well as
for roomy conference
swivel chairs.

Flexible stability. The
table top is supported
by diagonally extending conical table legs
and support beams
connected by knots.
The shape and size of
this frame system can
be customised, as the
placement and length
of the support beams
can be adapted.
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Focal point of life in the office.
Working, discussing, presenting together: as a
furniture item that brings people together, the
table plays a very special role in modern office
environments. It therefore needs to be particularly
well thought out so that all who meet at it in a
variety of situations feel comfortable.
mastermind has all you need to exploit the full
dialogue and team potential of communication
zones. Its inviting character makes it a capacity in
every respect and ensures that when colleagues
come together, they work together. Speaking of
team building: mastermind harmonises perfectly
with all types of seating furniture. For example
with the loungy on spot from Sedus.
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Your room,
your rules.
Grand. mastermind
lends an air of
grandeur to every
conference or meeting – regardless of
whether twelve, 20
or even more people
are present. Arranged
as a diamond or in
V-configuration with
a clear view for everyone: efficiency and
flexibility are on the
agenda in the planning phase already.

mastermind matches your rooms. A statement
that can easily be made without having
previously seen your rooms. The Sedus
Planning Service will gladly provide proof at
your premises.

Appealing. For medium-sized conferences
too, mastermind
creates ideal prerequisites. Just as with
team meetings, for
which, for example, a
boat shaped arrangement for up to ten
people is suitable.

Integrate.
Even in small areas,
mastermind impresses
as a meeting table and
desk, for example in
the single office for
coordination within
a project team.
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Great feeling. High
quality standards in
every detail: the
shaped edges meticulously made by hand
are not only impressive
at first glance, they
also feel good to the
touch. Up to nine
careful steps are
required to give
mastermind this
very special visual
and tactile finish.

A specialist with the best
connections.
Hardly a conference or meeting can do without modern media these days.
The mastermind table system comes with all the necessary prerequisites for
this, for at the design stage already care was taken to ensure that the widest
variety of conferencing technology can be easily integrated. In the future
too: while technical standards will change – the sophisticated design of
mastermind remains.

Cable routing. The
cables are routed
elegantly to the
floor: you can choose
between a cable guide
made of high quality
knitted fabric and a
chimney in attractive
felt look.

Privacy panel.
The optional privacy
panels are made from
high quality material
and easy to attach.
Discreetly grey,
they inconspicuously
fit into any table
arrangement.

Cable management.
The frame structure is
optimally designed for
the installation of
media boxes. The
cables can be stowed
in fold-down cable
trays that can be
placed anywhere.

Real wood veneer

E10 white ash

E46 light grey ash

H11 natural maple

E41 natural ash

F31 natural cherry

B26 natural beech

C11 natural oak

B21 mid brown beech

G11 natural peartree

D12 natural walnut

D11 dark walnut

B23 walnut varnished beech

C17 wenge varnished oak

E45 black ash

K14 pure white

K74 natural white

K58 arctic white

K69 acacia

K59 beech

K72 olive

K66 walnut

K65 Zebrano

Melamines

K60 maple

K71 ebony
Likewood
Melamin

K16 dark grey

K70 graphite black

Stable. Turned table legs in oak or beech wood or made of stable steel tube.
The powder coating in white, white aluminium or chrome is done with the
latest technology worldwide in Sedus’s own electroplating facility.

N10 likewood oak

Discreet. Great in representative conference facilities: integrated power and data connections
are hidden under veneered socket module flaps.
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Here everyone can open up:
Sedus mastermind fold.
Modest. When not in
use, with a width of
just 400 mm it does
not need much space.

The clever solution for multifunctional rooms – and for more flexibility:
Sedus mastermind fold – a high-quality, representative conference table
that seats up to eight people and takes up little space when it is no longer
needed. Thanks to the sophisticated folding mechanism even people who
are not so strong can easily set it up and stow it away again. The unique
Sedus Securelock System ensures safety here because when unfolded, the
table tops are automatically snapped into place even before locking.

Larger. Intuitive to use,
stable linking options
on the front and long
side quickly create
large table configurations.

Child’s play. The
smooth transmission
and high-performance
gas springs ensure
particularly efficient
power transmission.
mastermind fold can
thus be quickly and
effortlessly unfolded
and folded by anyone.

Mobile. Thanks to the
large and smooth-running castors the
folding table can be
moved easily and
conveniently.

Protected. Important for
frequent assembly and
disassembly: all-around
impact protection edges
that protect the table,
the walls and other
furniture in the room.
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Company:

Sedus mastermind:

ISO 50001
ISO 9001
ISO 14001

Sustainability down
to the last detail.
Sustainability and quality “Made in Germany” have been key company
principles at Sedus for more than 50 years. Principles that Sedus
mastermind also embodies and which are reflected in recyclingorientated product design, ecologically tested materials, resource
and energy-conscious manufacturing and ongoing quality tests.
In the manufacture of the veneered mastermind table tops, for example,
only selected woods such as beech, ash and oak from sustainable forestry
are used. Ultramodern, energy-saving and environmentally friendly
production is also part of the quality and sustainability philosophy of Sedus.

Innovative laser
edging. Jointless
edge processing at
the highest level
that harmoniously
combines durability,
beauty and environmental friendliness.

Sustainable and
close. Real wood
veneers from sustainable forestry nearby
are not only fascinatingly beautiful, but
also save transport
kilometres. See for
yourself at
www.sedus.com/
microsites/medien/
videos/furnierarbeiten

Powder coating
instead of painting.
For finishing and to
protect against rust
we rely on more environmentally friendly
and higher quality
powder coating.
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